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Gregory-Aland Lect. 837 
(National Library of Greece, Athens: 2044) 

 
Kurzgefasste Liste description:  
GA Number: l 837 
Contents: l+aP 
Date: XV (No exact date) 
Material: Paper  
Leaves: 300 
Columns: 1 
Lines per page: 25 
Dimensions: 21.8 H x 14.6 W  
Shelf Number: 2044 
 
Corrections to K-Liste description: dimensions, different hands not noted, line count, leaf 

count 
 
CSNTM description: 
GA Number: l837 
Contents: l+aP 
Date: XV (No exact date) 
Material: paper 
Leaves: 320 
Columns: 1 
Lines per page: 21–26 
Dimensions: 14.3–14.5 W x 21.6–22.0 H x 6.5–7.3 D1 
Shelf Number: 2044 
 
Images: 
Text (640) + Additional matter (1) + Spine & Color Chart (8) = 649 total images 

Foliation corrections: foliated. 
256 = [–]; leaf sliver with letters 
257 = [256] 
302+ = [–]; after 301 [300] there are several leaf fragments with text. The precise 

count is below. 
302–320: the last ‘leaf’ is actually several tiny, loose fragments of text from this 

section of the MS. They have not been sorted by any specific arrangement.  
 

                                                
1 Bottom is larger than top, but MS is severely twisted. 
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Quires: — 
 

Additional matter: 1 images  
Front cover: 0 additional leaves + cover b = 0 images 
Back cover: 0 additional leaves + cover a = 1 images 
 

Spine, Cover, and Color Chart: 8 images (color chart on 1a); shoot spine of box as 
well as all six sides of MS. 
 
Text: 320 leaves (644 images) 
 
UV (MS pages, not ours): none  
 

Specific Details:  
MS is in poor condition. Housed in a box which has the title “The Great Earthquake of 
1923 in Japan.” 
 
Back leather-over-wood cover intact, but the front is a loose cardboard piece. 
 
Large rubricated asterisks in margin, indicating end of a lection throughout. 
 
At least three different hands. 
 
136b–137b: blank 
143ff: at least 18 fragmentary leaves, only one of which has a whole letter (last one: γ, 

numbering a quire?) 
203b–204b: blank 
268b [267b]: blank 
286a [285a]: double spaced text—only on this side. 
288b–289b: more double spaced text; and more later, too 
299b [298b]–300b [299b]: blank 
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